
Mr. Thomas Stamn 
2705 Bainbridge Avenue 
Bronx, New York 

June 14, 1965 - 

@ and ciilineting I Pad howe to move you, edite, : 
bh additional | material on the: mystery of Kegnedy" assassina- 
did not succeed, 

ls os ‘Salandria brought 
tor ight’ " Some new rohotographic material ;" you are going ‘to make’ an 

. attempt: to view the Nix filme; you have on hand “ag article relating 
..to the Shooting of Tippit," which you find "very convincing. and sug- 
ges: ive’," but! have: not yet decided to epbtish estigns.. “all it really 

2g. any conclusive answers." 

if urge you “strongly to publish. I understan and sympathize with 
feeling that “this process" of asking questiows "can.go on forever : 

t "it is not-clear that any conclusive answerssare’ ever going | 
forthcoming." No, it is not clear now, But-it is not settled 

whe gers will never be forthcoming. The chances of obtaining 
“answers which | is to say, establishing the ‘truth, will be increased 
by ng valid: doubts and stirring controversy, 

le future, Liberation is * convinced, , that the 
‘Comission’ ‘theory.and account of the assassinat Lon is spurious. 

- Lab ration's problem, therefore, is what role, if ‘any, it wishes to 
play in the effort to bring the “truth to light. . Ff it decides not 
2 mdertake any initiative in this regard, it can‘judge ‘the material 
submitted to it on the basis of topical interest at the time of pub-— 
ication and allot space to it accordingly. If Liberation, however, 
“sees the matter in terms of its underlying political. significance as 
a sinister event in the evolution of an ultra right force-in the: 

: nited, States, it will probably decide the issue is too important to 

To De sure, ‘there is a middle ground. It: is. possible to withhold 
on on. the underlying issues and yet decide that whatever the 
» all mast : be done that can be done to. facil. tate or f, compel its 



ing 

Very truly yours 

i; nit 
THOMAS STAMM < ° 


